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Abstract
In this paper we investigate the GMM-derived (GMMD) features for adaptation
of deep neural network (DNN) acoustic models. The adaptation of the DNN
trained on GMMD features is done through the maximum a posteriori (MAP)
adaptation of the auxiliary GMM model used for GMMD feature extraction. We
explore fusion of the adapted GMMD features with conventional features, such
as bottleneck and MFCC features, in two different neural network architectures:
DNN and time-delay neural network (TDNN). We analyze and compare different
types of adaptation techniques such as i-vectors and feature-space adaptation
techniques based on maximum likelihood linear regression (fMLLR) with the
proposed adaptation approach, and explore their complementarity using various
types of fusion such as feature level, posterior level, lattice level and others in
order to discover the best possible way of combination. Experimental results
on the TED-LIUM corpus show that the proposed adaptation technique can be
effectively integrated into DNN and TDNN setups at different levels and provide
additional gain in recognition performance: up to 6% of relative word error rate
reduction (WERR) over the strong feature-space adaptation techniques based on
maximum likelihood linear regression (fMLLR) speaker adapted DNN baseline,
and up to 18% of relative WERR in comparison with a speaker independent
(SI) DNN baseline model, trained on conventional features. For TDNN models
the proposed approach achieves up to 26% of relative WERR in comparison
with a SI baseline, and up 13% in comparison with the model adapted by using
i-vectors. The analysis of the adapted GMMD features from various points of
view demonstrates their effectiveness at different levels.
Keywords: Acoustic model adaptation, Deep Neural Networks (DNN),
Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR), Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM),
Speaker adaptation, GMM-derived (GMMD) features
1. Introduction
Adaptation of DNN acoustic models is a rapidly developing research area.
The aim of acoustic model (AM) adaptation is to reduce mismatches between
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training and testing acoustic conditions and improve the accuracy of the auto-
matic speech recognition (ASR) system for a target speaker or channel using a
limited amount of adaptation data from the target acoustic source. In the recent
years DNNs have replaced conventional Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) in
most state-of-the-art ASR systems, because it has been shown that DNN Hid-
den Markov Models (HMMs) outperform GMM-HMMs in different ASR tasks.
Many adaptation algorithms that have been developed for GMM-HMM systems
[Gales, 1998; Gauvain & Lee, 1994] cannot be easily applied to DNNs because of
the different nature of these models. Among the adaptation methods developed
for DNNs only a few take advantage of robust adaptability of GMMs [Seide
et al., 2011; Rath et al., 2013; Kanagawa et al., 2015; Lei et al., 2013; Liu &
Sim, 2014; Murali Karthick et al., 2015; Parthasarathi et al., 2015]. However,
none of them suggests a universal method for efficient transfer of all adaptation
algorithms from the GMM models to DNN framework.
In the past, there were different attempts to integrate GMM and DNN mod-
els into a single structure. One of the common approaches is to use features
generated by neural networks, such as tandem [Hermansky et al., 2000] or bottle-
neck (BN) [Gre´zl et al., 2007; Yu & Seltzer, 2011; Paulik, 2013] features in order
to train a GMM model. Other approaches include deep GMMs [Demuynck &
Triefenbach, 2013] and a softmax layer with hidden variables [Tu¨ske et al.,
2015b,a], which use the concept of log-linear mixture models. In [Variani et al.,
2015], a GMM layer is used as an alternative to the softmax layer in a DNN
model.
In this paper we investigate a recently introduced GMM framework for adap-
tation of DNN-HMM acoustic models [Tomashenko & Khokhlov, 2014, 2015;
Tomashenko et al., 2016b,a,c]. Our approach is based on using features derived
from a GMM model for training DNN models [Tomashenko & Khokhlov, 2014,
2015; Tomashenko et al., 2016b; Pinto & Hermansky, 2008] and GMM-based
adaptation techniques. In the previous works it was shown that GMM log-
likelihoods can be effectively used as features for training a DNN HMM model,
as well as for the speaker adaptation task.
The first objective of this paper is to propose a universal way of integration of
the GMM adaptation framework into the most commonly used neural network
AMs, such as DNN (Section 3.1) and time delay neural network (TDNN) AMs
(Section 3.2) using MAP adaptation (Section 3.3) as an example.
Another important objective is to present an extensive experimental anal-
ysis of the proposed adaptation approach on the standard TED-LIUM corpus
[Rousseau et al., 2014] for different types of neural network AMs. These ex-
periments include: adaptation of both cross-entropy (CE) and sequence trained
DNN acoustic models (Section 4.4.3); adaptation of TDNN AMs (Section 4.5.3);
complementarity of the proposed approach with the two most popular adapta-
tion techniques, such as fMLLR (Section 4.4.3) and i-vectors (Section 4.5.3);
discovering the best possible way of information fusion (Section 4.2) from the
AMs trained with GMM-derived (GMMD) features and the baseline conven-
tional AMs, both for DNN and TDNN AMs, in order to improve the overall
recognition accuracy.
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The final goal is to look more deeply into the nature of the GMMD features
and adaptation techniques associated with them for better understanding their
properties, strengths and weaknesses and the potential for improvement. For
this purpose we perform a series of experiments on TDNN AMs (Section 5)
using lattice-based features (Section 5.1) by means of t-distributed stochastic
neighbor embedding (t-SNE) visual analysis (Sections 5.3, 5.4), using Davies-
Bouldin (DB) index (Sections 5.2, 5.4), and different distributions for lattice-
based features statistics.
2. Review on neural network acoustic model adaptation
Various adaptation methods have been developed for DNNs. These methods
can be categorized in two broad classes, feature-space and model-based methods.
Model-based adaptation methods rely on direct modifications of DNN model
parameters. In [Swietojanski & Renals, 2014; Swietojanski et al., 2016], learn-
ing speaker-specific hidden unit contributions (LHUC) was proposed. The main
idea of LHUC is to directly parametrize amplitudes of hidden units, using a
speaker-dependent amplitude function. The idea of learning amplitudes of ac-
tivation functions was also studied in [Trentin, 2001]. The adaptation parame-
ters estimation via maximum a posteriori (MAP) linear regression was proposed
in [Huang et al., 2014], and a hierarchical MAP approach was studied in [Huang
et al., 2015b]. Other model-based DNN adaptation techniques include linear
transformations, adaptation using regularization techniques, subspace methods
and others.
Feature-space adaptation methods operate in the feature space and can ei-
ther transform input features for DNNs, as it is done, for example, in fMLLR
adaptation [Seide et al., 2011] or use auxiliary features.
2.1. Linear transformation
One of the first adaptation methods developed for DNNs was linear trans-
formation that can be applied at different levels of the DNN-HMM system: to
the input features, as in linear input network transformation (LIN) [Neto et al.,
1995; Gemello et al., 2006; Li & Sim, 2010] or feature-space discriminative linear
regression (fDLR) [Seide et al., 2011; Yao et al., 2012]; to the activations of hid-
den layers, as in linear hidden network transformation (LHN) [Gemello et al.,
2006]; or to the softmax layer, as in LON [Li & Sim, 2010] or in output-feature
discriminative linear regression [Yao et al., 2012].
2.2. Regularization techniques
In order to improve generalization during the adaptation, regularization
techniques, such as L2-prior regularization [Liao, 2013], Kullback-Leibler diver-
gence regularization [Yu et al., 2013; Huang & Gong, 2015; To´th & Gosztolya,
2016] conservative training [Albesano et al., 2006] and others [Ochiai et al., 2014]
are used.
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2.3. Multi-task learning
The concept of multi-task learning (MTL) has recently been applied to the
task of speaker adaptation in several works [Li et al., 2015; Huang et al., 2015a;
Swietojanski et al., 2015] and has been shown to improve the performance of
different model-based DNN adaptation techniques, such as LHN [Huang et al.,
2015a] and LHUC [Swietojanski et al., 2015]. A slightly different idea was
proposed earlier in [Price et al., 2014] in the form of special hierarchy of output
layers, where tied triphone states are followed by monophone states.
2.4. Subspace methods
Subspace adaptation methods aim to find a speaker subspace and then con-
struct the adapted DNN parameters as a point in the subspace. In [Dupont &
Cheboub, 2000] an approach similar to the eigenvoice technique [Kuhn et al.,
2000], was proposed for the fast speaker adaptation of neural network AMs.
In [Wu & Gales, 2015] a multi-basis adaptive neural network is proposed,
where a traditional DNN topology is modified and a set of sub-networks, re-
ferred as bases were introduced. This DNN has a common input layer and a
common output layer for all the bases. Each basis has several fully-connected
hidden layers and there is no connections between neurons from different bases.
The outputs of bases are combined by linear interpolation using a set of adap-
tive weights. The adaptation to a given speaker can be performed through
optimization of interpolation weights for this speaker. The idea of this ap-
proach was motivated by the cluster adaptive training (CAT), developed for
GMM AMs. Paper [Tan et al., 2015] also investigates the CAT framework for
DNNs. A subspace learning speaker-specific hidden unit contributions (LHUC)
adaptation was proposed in [Samarakoon & Sim, 2016b].
2.5. Factorized adaptation
Factorized adaptation [Li et al., 2014; Yu et al., 2012; Qian et al., 2016; Tran
et al., 2016; Samarakoon & Sim, 2016a] takes into account different factors that
influence the speech signal. These factors can have different nature (speaker,
channel, background noise conditions and others) and can be modeled explicitly
before incorporating them into the DNN structure, for example, in the form of
auxiliary features [Li et al., 2014], such as i-vectors, or can be learnt jointly with
the neural network AM. The first case, when factors, such as noise or speaker
information, are estimated explicitly from the training and testing data, and
are then fed to the DNN AM, is also known as noise-aware or speaker-aware
training correspondingly [Yu & Deng, 2014]. In paper [Yu et al., 2012] two types
of factorized DNNs were introduced: joint and disjoint models. In [Tran et al.,
2016] an extension of the LIN adaptation, so-called factorized LIN (FLIN), has
been investigated for the case when adaptation data for a given speaker include
multiple acoustic conditions. The feature transformations are represented as
weighted combinations of affine transformations of the enhanced input features.
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2.6. Auxiliary features
Using auxiliary features, such as i-vectors [Saon et al., 2013; Karanasou et al.,
2014; Gupta et al., 2014; Senior & Lopez-Moreno, 2014], is another widely used
approach in which the acoustic feature vectors are augmented with additional
speaker-specific or channel-specific features computed for each speaker or utter-
ance at both training and test stages. Originally i-vectors were developed for
speaker verification and speaker recognition tasks [Dehak et al., 2011], and nowa-
days they have become a very common technique in these domains. I-vectors
can capture the relevant information about the speaker in a low-dimensional
fixed-length representation [Dehak et al., 2011]. They were first applied for
adaptation of GMM-HMM models [Karafia´t et al., 2011], and later for DNN-
HMMs [Saon et al., 2013; Senior & Lopez-Moreno, 2014; Karanasou et al., 2014;
Gupta et al., 2014]. Another example of auxiliary features is the use of speaker-
dependent bottleneck (BN) features obtained from a speaker aware DNN used
in a far field speech recognition task [Liu et al., 2014]. Alternative methods
include adaptation with speaker codes [Abdel-Hamid & Jiang, 2013; Xue et al.,
2014].
We will describe i-vectors in more details here because this is one of the
most popular methods for DNN adaptation, and we will use this technique as
a baseline for comparison with the proposed approach in our experiments in
Section 4.5.3.
I-vector extraction
The acoustic feature vector ot ∈ Rd can be considered as a sample, gener-
ated with a universal background model (UBM), represented as a GMM with K
diagonal covariance Gaussians [Dehak et al., 2011; Saon et al., 2013]:
ot ∼
K∑
k=1
ckN (·;µk,Σk) , (1)
where ck are the mixture weights, µk are means and Σk are diagonal covariances.
The acoustic feature vector ot(s), belonging to a given speaker s is described
with the distribution:
ot(s) ∼
K∑
k=1
ckN (·;µk(s),Σk) , (2)
where µk(s) are the means of the GMM, adapted to the speaker s. It is assumed
that there is a linear dependence between the speaker-dependent (SD) means
µk(s) and the speaker-independent (SI) means µk, which can be expressed in
the form:
µk(s) = µk + Tkw(s), k = 1, . . . ,K, (3)
where Tk ∈ RD×M is a factor loading matrix, corresponding to component k and
i-vector corresponding to speaker s is estimated as the mean of the distribution
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of w(s). Each Tk contains M bases, that span the subspace of the important
variability in the component mean vector space, corresponding to component k.
The detailed description of how to estimate the factor loading matrix, given
the training data {ot}, and how to estimate i-vectors w(s), given Tk and speaker
data {ot(s)}, can be found, for example, in [Dehak et al., 2011; Saon et al., 2013].
Integration of i-vectors into a DNN model
Various methods of i-vector integration into a DNN AM have been proposed
in the literature.
The most common approach [Saon et al., 2013; Senior & Lopez-Moreno,
2014; Gupta et al., 2014] is to estimate i-vectors for each speaker (or utter-
ance), and then to concatenate it with acoustic feature vectors, belonging to a
corresponding speaker (or utterance). The obtained concatenated vectors are
introduced to a DNN for training. In the test stage i-vectors for test speakers
also have to be estimated, and input in a DNN in the same manner.
Unlike acoustic feature vectors, which are specific for each frame, an i-vector
is the same for a chosen group of acoustic features, to which it is appended. For
example, i-vector can be calculated for each utterance, as in [Senior & Lopez-
Moreno, 2014], or estimated using all the data of a given speaker, as in [Saon
et al., 2013]. I-vectors encode those effects in the acoustic signal, to which an
ASR system is desired to be invariant: speaker, channel and background noise.
Providing to the input of a DNN the information about these factors makes it
possible for a DNN to normalize the acoustic signal with respect to them.
An alternative approach of i-vector integration into the DNN topology is
presented in [Miao et al., 2015, 2014], where an input acoustic feature vector
is normalized though a linear combination of it with a speaker-specific normal-
ization vector obtained from an i-vector. Similar approaches have been studied
in [Lee et al., 2016; Goo et al., 2016]. Also i-vector dependent feature space
transformations were proposed in [Li & Wu, 2015].
2.7. Adaptation based on GMMs
The idea of integrating generative models into discriminate classifiers is not
new. In the past, one solution to this problem was to use so-called kernels that
are calculated using generative models [Jaakkola & Haussler, 1999; Longworth
& Gales, 2009; Gales & Flego, 2010; Ragni & Gales, 2011]. Kernel methods
were designed to allow classifiers (such as support vector machines (SVMs) as
in [Gales & Flego, 2010; Longworth & Gales, 2009; Smith & Gales, 2002]) to
handle sequential data and to map variable length data sequences into a fixed di-
mensional representation. There are several papers devoted to these approaches
in different domains, for example, for biosequence analysis [Jaakkola & Haus-
sler, 1999], speaker verification [Longworth & Gales, 2009], and for noise robust
speech recognition [Gales & Flego, 2010; Ragni & Gales, 2011]. Using genera-
tive models to compute kernels also allows to use compensation and adaptation
techniques for classifiers through the adaptation of generative kernels [Gales &
Flego, 2010].
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The most common way of combining GMM and DNN models for adaptation
is using GMM-adapted features, for example fMLLR, as input for DNN train-
ing [Seide et al., 2011; Rath et al., 2013; Kanagawa et al., 2015; Parthasarathi
et al., 2015]. In [Lei et al., 2013] likelihood scores from DNN and GMM mod-
els, both adapted in the feature space using the same fMLLR transform, are
combined at the state level during decoding. Similar ideas are also presented
in [Swietojanski et al., 2013]. Other methods include temporally varying weight
regression [Liu & Sim, 2014] and GMMD features [Tomashenko & Khokhlov,
2014; Tomashenko et al., 2016d; Tomashenko & Khokhlov, 2015].
3. Hybrid DNN-HMM systems with GMMD features
In a conventional GMM-HMM ASR system, the state emission log-likelihood
of the observation feature vector ot at time t for certain tied state si of HMMs
is modeled as
log p(ot | si) = log
Mi∑
m=1
wimN (ot;µim,Σim), (4)
where Mi is the number of Gaussian distributions in the GMM for state si; wim
is the mixture weight of the m’th component of in the mixture for state si; µim
is the corresponding mean vector, and Σim is the covariance matrix.
In a DNN-HMM system, outputs of a DNN are the state posteriors p(si|ot),
which are transformed for decoding into pseudo (or scaled) likelihoods as follows
p(ot | si) = p(si | ot)p(ot)
p(si)
∝ p(si | ot)
p(si)
, (5)
where the state prior p(si) can be estimated from the state-level forced alignment
on the training speech data, and probability p(ot) is independent on the HMM
state and can be omitted during the decoding process. Hence, log-likelihoods
log p(ot | si) can be estimated as log p(si | ot)− log p(si).
The use of log-likelihoods from a GMM model for training an MLP recog-
nizer was investigated in [Pinto & Hermansky, 2008]. Construction of GMMD
features for adapting DNNs was proposed in [Tomashenko & Khokhlov, 2014,
2015; Tomashenko et al., 2016b], where it was demonstrated, using MAP and
fMLLR adaptation as an example, that this type of features provide a solu-
tion for efficient transferring GMM-HMM adaptation algorithms into the DNN
framework. The same idea of using adapted GMMD features as input to DNNs
was later applied to the task of noise adaptation [Kundu et al., 2016].
The GMMD features can be used directly to train DNN acoustic models, as
in [Tomashenko & Khokhlov, 2014, 2015], or in combination with other conven-
tional features. In this paper, we present incorporation of the adapted GMMD
features into several state-of-the-art recipes for neural network AM training.
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Figure 1: Using speaker adapted BN-based GMMD features for speaker adaptive training
(SAT) of a DNN-HMM.
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3.1. Training DNN acoustic model with GMMD features
The scheme for training DNN models with GMM adaptation framework is
shown in Figure 1.
First, 40-dimensional log-scale filterbank features, concatenated with 3-dim-
ensional pitch-features, are spliced across 11 neighboring frames (5 frames on
each side of the current frame), resulting in 473-dimensional (43 × 11) feature
vectors. After that, a DCT transform is applied and the dimension is reduced
to 258. Then a DNN model for 40-dimensional bottleneck (BN) features is
trained on these features. An auxiliary triphone or monophone GMM model
is used to transform BN feature vectors into log-likelihoods vectors. At this
step, speaker adaptation of the auxiliary speaker-independent (SI) GMM-HMM
model is performed for each speaker in the training corpus and a new speaker-
adapted (SA) GMM-HMM model is created in order to obtain SA GMMD
features.
For a given BN feature vector ot ∈ Rd, a new GMMD feature vector ft
is obtained by calculating log-likelihoods across all the states of the auxiliary
GMM model on the given vector as follows:
ft = [f
1
t , . . . , f
N
t ], (6)
where N is the number of states in the auxiliary GMM model,
f it = log (p(ot | st = i)) (7)
is the log-likelihood estimated using the GMM. Here st denotes the state index
at time t. Formula (7) for the i-th component of the GMMD feature vector ft
can be rewritten (using the notations from Formula (4)) as follows:
f it = log
Mi∑
m=1
wim√
(2pi)d|Σim|
exp
{
−1
2
(ot −µim)TΣ−1im(ot −µim)
}
. (8)
The obtained GMMD feature vector ft is concatenated with the original
vector ot. After that, the features are spliced in time taking a context size of 13
frames: [-10,-5..5,10]1. These features are used as the input for speaker adaptive
training (SAT) of a DNN. The proposed approach can be considered a feature
space transformation technique with respect to DNN-HMMs trained on GMMD
features.
Note, that the proposed GMMD features are very different from i-vectors
(Section 2.6) in several aspects despite the fact that both these methods are
GMM-related.
First, i-vectors represent the acoustic characteristics of the speaker with
respect to the general speaker distribution, which is characterized by a UBM
1The notation [-10,-5..5,10] means that for the current acoustic vector ot, in the
DNN training we use a context vector which consists of the following 13 frames:
{ot−10,ot−5,ot−4, . . . ,ot, . . .ot+4,ot+5,ot+10}.
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(Formulas (1),(2)). GMMD features, when they are adapted, represent the
speaker-adapted distributions of acoustic classes. The better a GMMD vector
is adapted, the closer these distributions are to speaker-dependent ones, and the
higher likelihoods for the acoustic vectors of a corresponding speaker.
Second, i-vectors do not distinguish between acoustic classes, while in com-
putation of GMMD features these information is explicitly represented by dif-
ferent components of GMMD feature vectors. Each component of a GMMD
feature vector is adapted to more closely match to the pronunciation of a given
speaker of the corresponding acoustic class.
Also, since we have more classes in GMMD features to adapt individually,
this means, that in comparison with i-vectors, they can potentially benefit more
from adaptation than the amount of adaptation data increases, especially when
we use such adaptation techniques for GMMs as MAP.
Finally, i-vectors are usually computed for a sequences of vectors (per speaker,
per utterance, or for a shorter time interval), while a GMMD feature vector is
unique for each speech frame.
All these differences can also allow us to suggest that both approaches can
be complementary to each other. We will experimentally explore this question
in Section 4.
3.2. Training TDNN acoustic model with GMMD features
In addition to the system described in Section 3.1, we aim to explore the
effectiveness of using GMMD features to train a time delay neural network
(TDNN) [Waibel et al., 1989]. A TDNN model architecture allows to capture the
long term dependencies in speech signal. The recently proposed approaches to
train TDNN acoustic models [Peddinti et al., 2015] are reported to show higher
performance on different LVCSR tasks compared with the standard (best) DNN
systems. We aim to incorporate GMMD features into the existing state-of-the
art recipe for TDNN models [Peddinti et al., 2015]. For comparison purposes,
we take a Kaldi TED-LIUM recipe with a TDNN acoustic model as a basis. An
example of using GMMD features for training a TDNN is shown in Figure 2.
Here, as before, we use BN features to train the GMM auxiliary model for
GMMD feature extraction. Then, GMMD features are obtained in the same
way as described in Section 3.1.
There are several options for obtaining the final features, which are fed to
the TDNN model. GMMD features can be combined with the original MFCCs
or with BNs, that are used for training the auxiliary GMM model, as shown
in Figure 2. In both cases, we can also use speaker i-vectors as complementary
auxiliary features. All these possibilities will be explored in Section 4.5.
3.3. MAP adaptation
In this work, we use the MAP adaptation algorithm [Gauvain & Lee, 1994]
in order to adapt the SI GMM model. Speaker adaptation of a DNN-HMM
model built on GMMD features is performed through the MAP adaptation of
the auxiliary GMM model which is used for calculating GMMD features. Let m
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Figure 2: Using speaker adapted BN-based GMMD features for SAT TDNN training.
denote an index of a Gaussian in the SI AM, and µm the mean of this Gaussian.
Then the MAP estimation of the mean vector is
µ̂m =
τµm +
∑
t γm(t)ot
τ +
∑
t γm(t)
, (9)
where τ is the parameter that controls the balance between the maximum likeli-
hood estimate of the mean and its prior value; γm(t) is the posterior probability
of Gaussian component m at time t.
4. Experimental study
4.1. Data sets
The experiments were conducted on the TED-LIUM corpus [Rousseau et al.,
2014]. We used the last (second) release of this corpus. This publicly available
data set contains 1495 TED talks that amount to 207 hours (141 hours of male,
66 hours of female) speech data from 1242 speakers, 16kHz. For experiments
with SAT and adaptation we removed from the original corpus data for those
speakers, who had less than 5 minutes of data, and from the rest of the cor-
pus we made four data sets: training set, development set and two test sets.
Characteristics of the obtained data sets are given in Table 1.
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Table 1: Data sets statistics
Characteristic
Data set
Training Development Test1 Test2
Duration,
hours
Total 171.66 3.49 3.49 4.90
Male 120.50 1.76 1.76 3.51
Female 51.15 1.73 1.73 1.39
Duration
per speaker,
minutes
Mean 10.0 15.0 15.0 21.0
Minimum 5.0 14.4 14.4 18.3
Maximum 18.3 15.4 15.4 24.9
Number
of speakers
Total 1029 14 14 14
Male 710 7 7 10
Female 319 7 7 4
Number of words Total - 36672 35555 51452
For evaluation, two different language models (LMs) are used:
• LM-cantab is a publicly available 3-gram language model cantab-TEDLIUM-
pruned.lm3 2 with 150K word vocabulary. The same LM was used in ex-
periments presented in [Tomashenko et al., 2016a] and in the Kaldi tedlium
s5 recipe.
• LM-lium is a 4-gram LM from TED-LIUM corpus with 152K word vo-
cabulary, which is currently used in the Kaldi tedlium s5 r2 recipe. We
conducted part of the experiments presented here using this LM in order
to be compatible with the most recent Kaldi recipe and for comparison
purposes with the results of the TDNN acoustic models
4.2. System fusion
In this section, we introduce several types of combination of GMMD features
with conventional ones at different levels of DNN architecture. It is known
that GMM and DNN models can be complementary and their combination
allows to improve the performance of ASR systems [Pinto & Hermansky, 2008;
Swietojanski et al., 2013]. We explore the following types of fusion:
• Feature level fusion (Figure 3a), where input features are combined before
performing classification [Pinto & Hermansky, 2008]. In our case, features of
different types – GMMD and cepstral or BN features are simply concatenated
and provided as input into the DNN model for training. This type of fusion
allows us to combine different adaptation techniques in a single DNN model.
• Posterior (state) level fusion (Figure 3b), where the outputs of two or more
DNN models are combined on a state level [Parthasarathi et al., 2015; Pinto &
Hermansky, 2008; Lei et al., 2013; Swietojanski et al., 2013]. In this work, we
2http://cantabresearch.com/cantab-TEDLIUM.tar.bz2
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Figure 3: Types of fusion
perform frame-synchronous fusion using a linear combination of the observation
log-likelihoods of two models (DNN1 and DNN2) as follows:
log (p(ot | si)) = α log(pDNN1 (ot | si)) + (1− α) log(pDNN2 (ot | si)), (10)
where α ∈ [0, 1] is a weight factor that is optimized on a development set. This
approach assumes that both models have the same state tying structure.
• Lattice level fusion (Figure 3c) is the highest level of fusion operates in the
space of generated word hypotheses [Fiscus, 1997; Evermann & Woodland,
2000]. In this work, we experiment with the Confusion Network Combina-
tion (CNC) [Evermann & Woodland, 2000] approach, where confusion networks
built from individual lattices are aligned.
There are other possible ways of combining information from different ASR
systems. In this paper, we used phoneme-to-speech alignment obtained by one
acoustic DNN model to train another DNN model (Figure 3d). In addition,
we used state tying from the first DNN model to train the second DNN. This
procedure is important when we want to apply posterior fusion for two DNNs
and need the same state tying for these models.
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4.3. Overview of experiments and questions addressed in the study
We used the open-source Kaldi toolkit [Povey et al., 2011] and mostly fol-
lowed the standard TED-LIUM Kaldi recipes to train the two baseline systems,
corresponding to two different types of acoustic models (DNN and TDNN)3.
The following questions have been addressed in this section.
First, in order to explore and prove the universality of the proposed adap-
tation approach, we start our study from the classical fully connected DNN
topology, and then choose TDNNs as one of the most efficient neural network
architecture for AMs.
Second, we are interested in comparing the proposed adaptation technique
with the two most popular adaptation approaches for neural network AMs:
fMLLR (experiments for DNNs) and i-vectors (experiments for TDNNs).
Third, we study different types of fusion (features-, posterior-, lattice-level)
of GMMD features with other features (both SI and adapted ones) for DNNs
and TDNNs. We aim to explore the complementary of the proposed adaptation
technique to other adaptation approaches: fMLLR (for DNNs) and i-vectors
(for TDNNs).
Finally, the impact of the training criterion on the adaptation performance
is investigated.
4.4. Experiments with DNN models
This section presents systems and adaptation results for DNN AMs.
4.4.1. Baseline systems
AMs in this series of experiments are DNNs trained on BN features, and
for the baseline with speaker adaptation we used fMLLR adaptation. For these
models, we also used two different training criteria: cross-entropy (CE) crite-
rion and sequence-discriminative training with Minimum Bayes Risk (sMBR)
criterion in order to study the impact of the training criterion on the adaption
performance. Hence, we trained four baseline DNN AMs (see Appendix A for
details):
• DNNBN-CE: BN features, CE criterion;
• DNNBN-sMBR: BN features, sMBR criterion;
• DNNBN-fMLLR-CE: fMLLR-adapted BN features, CE criterion;
• DNNBN-fMLLR-sMBR: fMLLR-adapted BN features, sMBR criterion.
LM-cantab was used for decoding.
3using ”nnet1” and ”nnet3” Kaldi setups: http://kaldi-asr.org/doc/dnn.html
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Table 2: Summary of the adaptation results for DNN models. The results in parentheses
correspond to WER of the consensus hypothesis.
# Features DNN
WER,%
Development Test1 Test2
1 BN CE 13.16 11.94 15.43
2 BN sMBR 12.14 10.77 13.75
3 BN-fMLLR CE 11.72 10.88 14.21
4 BN-fMLLR sMBR 10.64 (10.57) 9.52 (9.46) 12.78 (12.67)
5 GMMD⊕BN CE 12.92 11.62 15.19
6 GMMD⊕BN sMBR 11.80 10.47 13.52
7 GMMD-MAP⊕BN CE 10.46 9.74 13.03
8 GMMD-MAP⊕BN sMBR 10.26 (10.23) 9.40 (9.31) 12.52 (12.46)
4.4.2. Proposed systems with speaker-adapted GMMD features
For experiments with speaker adaptation, we trained four acoustic models
using the approaches proposed in Sections 3.1.
• DNNGMMD⊕BN-CE: speaker-independent (SI) GMMD features appended
with BNs, CE criterion;
• DNNGMMD⊕BN-sMBR: SI GMMD features appended with BNs, sMBR
criterion;
• DNNGMMD-MAP⊕BN-CE: SAT DNN model trained on speaker adapted
GMMD-MAP features, CE criterion.
• DNNGMMD-MAP⊕BN-sMBR: on speaker adapted GMMD-MAP fea-
tures, sMBR criterion.
Models DNNGMMD-MAP⊕BN-CE and DNNGMMD-MAP⊕BN-sMBR were
trained as described in Section 3.1. The GMMD features were extracted using
a monophone auxiliary GMM model, trained on BN features. This GMM model
was adapted for each speaker by MAP adaptation algorithm (Section 3.3). See
more details in Appendix C.
4.4.3. Adaptation and fusion results
The adaptation experiments were conducted in an unsupervised mode on the
test data using transcripts from the first decoding pass obtained by the baseline
SAT-DNN model, unless explicitly stated otherwise.
We empirically studied different types of fusion described in Section 4.2
and applied them to DNN models trained using GMMD-features extracted as
proposed in Section 3. The performance results in terms of WER for SI and
SAT DNN-HMM models are presented in Table 2. The first four lines of the
table correspond to the baseline SI (#1, #2) and SAT (#3, #4) DNNs, which
were trained as described in Section 4.4.1.
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Table 3: Summary of the fusion results for DNN models. The results in parentheses correspond
to WER of the consensus hypothesis. Here ↓ denotes relative WER reduction (for consensus
hypothesis) in comparison with AM trained on BN-fMLLR (#4 in Table 2). The bold figures
in the table indicate the best performance improvement.
#
Fusion:
#4 and #8
WER,%
Development Test1 Test2
9
Posterior fusion,
α = 0.45
9.98 (9.91)
↓ 6.2
9.15 (9.06)
↓ 4.3
12.11 (12.04)
↓ 5.0
10
Lattice fusion,
α = 0.46
10.06
↓ 4.8
9.09
↓ 4.0
12.12
↓ 4.4
Parameter τ in MAP adaptation, that controls the balance between the
maximum likelihood estimate of the mean and its prior value [Gauvain & Lee,
1994; Tomashenko & Khokhlov, 2014], for both acoustic model training and
decoding was set equal to 5.
For comparison purpose with lattice-based fusion we report WER of the
consensus hypothesis in parentheses for experiments #4 and #8.
After that we made posterior fusion of the obtained model #8 and the base-
line SAT-DNN model (#4). The result is given in Table 3, line #9. Value
α in Formula (10) (Section 4.2) is a weight of the baseline SAT-DNN model.
Parameter α was optimized on the development set.
Finally, we applied lattice fusion for the same pair of models (line #10). In
this type of fusion, before merging lattices, for each edge, scores were replaced
by its a posteriori probabilities. Posteriors were computed for each lattice in-
dependently. The optimal normalizing factors for each model were found inde-
pendently on the development set. Then the two lattices were merged into a
single lattice and posteriors were weighted using parameter α. As before, value
α in Formula (10) corresponds to the baseline SAT-DNN model. The resulting
lattice was converted into the CN and the final result was obtained from this
CN.
We can see, that both - posterior and lattice types of fusion provide similar
improvement for all three models: approximately 4%–6% of relative WER reduc-
tion (WERR) in comparison with the adapted baseline model (SAT DNN on fM-
LLR features, #4), and 12%–18% of relative WERR in comparison with the SI
baseline model (#2). For models #7–8 only MAP adaptation was applied. Ex-
periments #9–10 present combination of two different adaptation types: MAP
and fMLLR. Is is interesting to note that in all experiments optimal value of α
is close to 0.5, so all types of models are equally important for fusion. We can
see that MAP adaptation on GMMD features can be complementary to fMLLR
adaptation on conventional BN features.
4.5. Experiments with TDNN models
In this section, we expand our experimental study to the TDNN topology.
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4.5.1. Baseline system
We trained four baseline TDNN acoustic models, which differ only in the
type of the input features (see Appendix B for details):
• TDNNMFCC: high-resolution MFCC features;
• TDNNMFCC⊕i-vectors: high-resolution MFCC features appended with
100-dimensional i-vectors;
• TDNNBN: BN features;
• TDNNBN⊕i-vectors: BN features appended with 100-dimensional i-vectors.
LM-lium was used for decoding.
4.5.2. Proposed systems with speaker-adapted GMMD features
Four TDNNs were tarined using GMMD features as proposed in Section 3.2:
• TDNNMFCC⊕GMMD: high-resolution MFCC features appended with
speaker adapted GMMD features;
• TDNNMFCC⊕GMMD⊕i-vectors: high-resolution MFCC features appended
with speaker adapted GMMD features and 100-dimensional i-vectors;
• TDNNBN⊕GMMD: BN features appended with speaker adapted GMMD
features;
• TDNNBN⊕i-vectors⊕GMMD is a version of the TDNNBN⊕GMMD with
100-dimensional i-vectors.
All the four TDNN models were trained in the same manner, as the baseline
TDNN model, and differ only in the type of the input features.
4.5.3. Results for TDNN models
In this set of experiments, for adaptation of the proposed models without
i-vectors, we used the first decoding output made by the baseline model, which
is also without i-vectors (TDNNBN).
Adaptation results for the TDNN models are given in Table 4. The best
result was obtained by TDNNGMMD⊕BN⊕i-vectors (line #8). For Develop-
ment set it gives 7.4% of relative WERR over TDNNMFCC⊕i-vectors, though
for the other test sets the result is very close to the baseline (line #2) for the
models which are already MAP-adapted. If we compare (#5, #6) or (#7, #8),
we can see that i-vectors always give an additional improvement for the model
which is already MAP-adapted.
To further investigate the complementary of the two different adaptation
techniques, we performed CNC of recognition results for different TDNN models
(Table 5). The best result, obtained by combination of TDNN models #2 and
#8, provides approximately 7-13% of relative WERR in comparison with the
baseline model TDNNMFCC⊕i-vectors.
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Table 4: Summary of the adaptation results for TDNN models. The results in parentheses
correspond to WER of the consensus hypothesis. The bold figures in the table indicate the
best performance improvement.
# Features
WER,%
Development Test1 Test2
1 MFCC 11.98 (11.88) 9.42 (9.31) 12.77 (12.66)
2 MFCC⊕i-vectors 10.16 (10.12) 7.98 (7.90) 11.73 (11.70)
3 BN 11.68 (10.62) 8.83 (8.76) 12.44 (12.41)
4 BN⊕i-vectors 10.05 (9.98) 8.29 (8.21) 11.90 (11.88)
5 GMMD⊕MFCC 9.79 (9.70) 8.26 (8.17) 12.21 (12.16)
6 GMMD⊕MFCC⊕i-vectors 9.35 (9.32) 8.10 (8.05) 11.98 (11.95)
7 GMMD⊕BN 9.57 (9.52) 8.18 (8.13) 11.92 (11.87)
8 GMMD⊕BN⊕i-vectors 9.41 (9.34) 7.85 (7.74) 11.70 (11.65)
Table 5: Summary of the fusion results (CNC) for TDNN models. Here ↓ de-
notes relative WER reduction (for consensus hypothesis) in comparison with the baseline
TDNNMFCC⊕i-vectors, α is a weight of TDNN1 in the fusion. The bold figures in the table
indicate the best performance improvement.
# TDNN1 TDNN2 α
WER,%
Development Test1 Test2
9 2 4 0.50 9.34 ↓ 7.7 7.52 ↓ 4.8 11.20 ↓ 4.2
10 4 8 0.31 9.29 ↓ 8.2 7.68 ↓ 2.8 11.32 ↓ 3.3
11 8 6 0.33 9.28 ↓ 8.3 7.81 ↓ 1.2 11.54 ↓ 1.4
12 4 6 0.38 9,22 ↓ 8.9 7.85 ↓ 0.7 11.39 ↓ 2.7
13 2 7 0.49 8.96 ↓ 11.5 7.33 ↓ 7.3 10.95 ↓ 6.4
14 2 6 0.50 8.92 ↓ 11.8 7.33 ↓ 7.3 10.99 ↓ 6.1
15 2 8 0.46 8.84 ↓ 12.7 7.28 ↓ 7.9 10.91 ↓ 6.8
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5. Feature analysis
The objective of this section is to analyze the proposed GMMD features and
the adaptation algorithm for better understanding their nature and properties
at different levels.
5.1. Lattice-based features
Lattice based features or time dependent state posterior scores [Uebel &
Woodland, 2001; Gollan & Bacchiani, 2008] are obtained from computing arc
posteriors from the output lattices of the decoder. These features contain more
information about the decoding process than the posterior probabilities from
neural networks because in their extraction also language model probabilities,
likelihoods of decoding hypothesis, and other information are taken into account.
We use this type of features to analyze the quality of the adaptation of TDNN
acoustic models.
Let {ph1, . . . , phM} be a set of phonemes and the silence model. For each
time frame t, we calculate pmt — the confidence score of phoneme phm (1 ≤
m ≤M) at time t in the decoding lattice by calculating arc posterior probabil-
ities. The forward-backward algorithm is used to calculate these arc posterior
probabilities from the lattice as follows:
p(l|O) =
∑
q∈Ql pac(O|q)
1
λ plm(w)
p(O)
, (11)
where λ is the scale factor (the optimal value of λ is found empirically by
minimizing WER of the consensus hypothesis [Mangu et al., 2000]); q is a path
through the lattice corresponding to the word sequence w; Ql is the set of paths
passing through arc l; pac(O|q) is the acoustic likelihood; plm(w) is the language
model probability; and p(O) is the overall likelihood of all paths through the
lattice.
For the given frame ot at time t, we calculate its probability p(ot) ∈ phm of
belonging to phoneme phm, using lattices obtained from the first decoding pass:
pmt = p(ot ∈ phm) =
∑
l∈Sm(ot)
p(l|O), (12)
where Sm(ot) is the set of all arcs corresponding to the phoneme phm in the
lattice at time t; p(l|O) is the posterior probability of arc l in the lattice.
The obtained probability p(ot ∈ phm) of frame ot belonging to phoneme
phm is the component value p
m
t on the new feature vector pt. Thus for a given
acoustic feature vector ot at time t we obtain a new feature vector pt:
pt =
(
p1t , . . . , p
M
t
)
, (13)
where M is the number of phones in the phoneme set used in the ASR system.
Hence for each frame ot we have a M -dimensional vector pt, each component
of which represents the probability of this frame to belong to a certain phoneme.
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When some phonemes are not present in the lattice for a certain frame, we set
probabilities equal to some very small value  for them in the vector (where 
is a minimum value from lattices:  ≈ 10−9). In addition to this, we use state
index information (position of the state in phoneme HMM: 0, 1 or 2) from the
Viterbi alignment from the original transcripts.
5.2. Davies-Bouldin index
We use the Davies-Bouldin (DB) index [Davies & Bouldin, 1979] to evalu-
ate the quality of the phoneme state clusters obtained from the latticed-based
features.
DB =
1
K
K∑
k=1
max
j 6=k
(
σk + σj
ρk,j
)
, (14)
where
K is the number of clusters;
σk is the scatter within the cluster k, which is our case the standard deviation
of the distance of all vectors corresponding to cluster k, to the cluster center
(other possible metric variants are described in [Davies & Bouldin, 1979]);
ρk,j is a between-cluster separation measure, which in our case is the Eu-
clidean distance between the centroids of clusters k and j.
Smaller values of DB index correspond to better clusters.
5.3. Visual analysis using t-SNE
The lattice-based features were visualized using t-distributed stochastic neigh-
bor embedding (t-SNE) analysis [Maaten & Hinton, 2008]. This technique al-
lows us to visualize high-dimensional data into two or three dimensional space,
in such a way that the vectors, which are close in the original space, are also
close in the low dimensional t-SNE representation.
We are interested in how well the different acoustic models can cluster differ-
ent phoneme states. For better visualization, we used data only from inter-word
phones and only from the middle state of HMM (State 1). We choose only those
phonemes for which we have sufficient amount of data for analysis and perform
t-SNE analysis independently on three different groups of phonemes4:
• Vowels (UH, OW, AO, EY, ER, AA, AY, IY, EH, AE, IH, AH);
• Consonants-1: Liquids (L, R), Nasals (M, N, NG), Semivowels (W);
• Consonants-2: Stops (P, T, D, K), Affricates (CH), Fricatives (F, V, TH,
S, Z, SH).
4The notations are given according to the ARPAbet phoneme set:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arpabet
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5.4. Analysis for TDNN models
In this set of experiments we compare the following three TDNN acoustic
models: TDNNMFCC, TDNNBN⊕i-vectors and TDNNBN⊕i-vectors⊕GMMD.
All the experiments described in this section (except for Figures 8 and 9) are
performed using lattice-based features (Section 5.1) on the Development data
set.
UH
OW
AO
EY
ER
AA
AY
IY
EH
AE
IH
AH
(a) MFCC (b) BN⊕ i-vectors (c) BN⊕ i-vect⊕GMMD
Figure 4: Analysis of lattice-based features for vowels using t-SNE for TDNN models trained
on different basic features.
L
M
N
NG
R
W
(a) MFCC (b) BN⊕ i-vectors (c) BN⊕ i-vect⊕GMMD
Figure 5: Analysis of lattice-based features for consonants-1 using t-SNE for TDNN models
trained on different basic features.
CH
D
F
K
P
S
SH
T
TH
V
Z
(a) MFCC (b) BN⊕ i-vectors (c) BN⊕ i-vect⊕GMMD
Figure 6: Analysis of lattice-based features for consonants-2 using t-SNE for TDNN models
trained on different basic features.
First we analyzed the adaptation algorithm using t-SNE (Section 5.3). The
results of the visual t-SNE analysis are given in Figure 4 for the group of vowels
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Table 6: Davies-Bouldin (DB) index for different types of features used in TDNN training.
The DB index is calculated on lattice-based features produced by the corresponding model.
Features State 0 State 1 State 2
MFCC 1.67 1.52 1.71
BN⊕ i-vectors 1.53 1.36 1.41
BN⊕ i-vectors⊕GMMD 1.39 1.26 1.27
Table 7: Statistics for lattice-based features, produced by the corresponding TDNN models. All
statistics in the table are calculated only for speech frames (excluding silence). The average
log-probability of the correct phoneme is given with the standard deviation.
Features FER Oracle FER Aver. correct log-prob.
MFCC 5.18 0.72 −0.17± 0.83
BN⊕ i-vectors 4.11 0.75 −0.11± 0.64
BN⊕ i-vectors⊕GMMD 3.64 1.23 −0.08± 0.52
and in Figures 5, 6 – for the two group of consonants. We can observe for
all groups of phonemes that the adapted features (Figures 4b, 5b, 6b) form
more distinct and clear phone clusters than the unadapted features (Figures 4a,
5a, 6a). Also we can note the use of GMMD features helps to further slightly
improve cluster separability (Figures 4c, 5c, 6c).
To support this visual analysis of cluster separation, we calculated DB index
(Section 5.2) for all phonemes, separately for each state type, depending on its
position in phoneme HMM (State 0, 1, 2). As we can see in Table 6, DB
index decreases for all HMM states when we move from unadapted (MFCC)
to adapted (BN ⊕ i-vectors) features. That confirms the fact that the clusters
are better for adapted features. The acoustic model with the adapted GMMD
features (BN⊕ i-vectors⊕GMMD) shows the best result (the smallest value of
DB index).
In order to more deeply investigate the adaptation behavior, we calculated
additional statistics for lattices-based features (Table 7). Frame error rate
(FER) is calculated on the phoneme level using only speech frames (exclud-
ing silence). Oracle FER was calculated also only on speech frames as follows:
if the correct phoneme was not present in the list of all candidates in the lattices
for a given frame, then it was considered as an error.
We can see that FER decreases when moving from the unadapted features
to the adapted ones, and then to the use of the adapted GMMD features, that
correlates with the WER behavior (Table 4). It is interesting to note, that
Oracle FER, on the contrary, increases with the adaptation. One of the possible
explanation for this unusual situation can be phonetic transcription errors which
occur in the lexicon. The adapted models, which can be more sensitive to the
phonetic transcription errors, can more strictly supplant, during the decoding
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BN ⊕ i−vectors
BN ⊕ i−vectors ⊕GMMD
(a)
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15
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BN ⊕ i−vectors ⊕GMMD
(b)
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0.05
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BN ⊕ i−vectors
BN ⊕ i−vectors ⊕GMMD
(c)
Figure 7: Adaptation analysis based on lattice-based features statistics for the free TDNN
models: (a) CDF of the number of phoneme alternatives in the lattices for a certain frame;
(b) CDF of the position of the correct phoneme in the list of all phoneme candidates (ordered
by the posterior probability) presented in lattices for a certain frame; (c) Log-probability
histogram of the correct phoneme (if it exists) in the lattice for a certain frame.
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process, hypotheses that do not match the acoustic signal.5
Decoding parameters, such as decoding beam and lattice beam, were the same
for all models, but the adapted models in average have less alternative phoneme
candidates for a certain frame, than the unadapted one. This can bee seen
in Figure 7a, which shows the cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of the
number of phoneme alternatives presented in the lattices for a certain frame,
estimated only for speech frames. Figure 7b demonstrates CDFs of position
of the correct phoneme (if it exists) in lattices for a certain speech frame in
the list of all phoneme candidates ordered by their posterior probabilities. We
can conclude from this figure that for adapted models (especially for the AM
with GMMD features), the correct candidate has less incorrect alternatives with
higher probabilities that its own.
Also, the average correct log-probability (it is a value from a lattice based
features vector, which corresponds to the correct phoneme for a given frame) has
a maximum value for TDNNBN⊕i-vectors⊕GMMD model (see the last column
of Table 4 and a histogram on Figure 7c).
Hence, if we compare the statistics presented in Table 7 and in Figure 7, we
can conclude that the adapted models tend to be more ”selective” and ”discrim-
inative” in comparison with unadapted models in the sense that: (1) they reduce
the number of alternatives in the hypothesis more aggressively; (2) they give
higher probability values for correct candidates; and (3) the correct phoneme
candidate, if it exists in the lattice for a given frame, has in average, less incorrect
competitor alternatives with higher probabilities than its own. The AM trained
on the adapted GMMD features most strongly shows the same properties.6
This analysis demonstrates that the acoustic models trained with the pro-
posed adapted GMMD features perform better than the baseline adapted model
not only by comparing the WER (which is the main metric), but also on the
other levels.
Also, what is important, this gives us an understanding of the possible way
of the adaptation performance improvement through more careful handling of
the transcripts, for example, by automatically estimation their quality and reli-
ability.
In addition, Figure 8 shows the statistics obtained for 42 speakers from
Development, Test1 and Test2 data sets for TDNNBN, TDNNBN⊕GMMD
models. We can observe in Figure 8a that the proposed adaptation approach
improves recognition accuracy for 83% of speakers. For the same speakers, Fig-
ure 8b illustrates the dependence of relative WER reduction from average like-
lihood improvement, obtained by MAP adaptation of the auxiliary monophone
model.
Finally, we explored how sensitive the proposed adaptation is to the qual-
5For GMM-HMM models, it is known [Gollan & Bacchiani, 2008] that MAP adaptation
can reinforce errors present in transcriptions used for adaptation.
6In [Woodland, 2001; Woodland et al., 1996] for GMM-HMM acoustic models and MLLR
adaptation, it was also noticed that adaptation allows to obtain smaller and more accurate
lattices.
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Figure 8: Summary statistics for all speakers from the development and the two test
data sets: (a) WERs(%) for two (SI and SAT) TDNN models: SI – TDNNBN, SAT –
TDNNBN⊕GMMD. Relative WER reduction (Relative WERR,%) is computed for the given
WERs. Results are ordered by increasing WER values for the SI model; (b) Dependence of
relative WERR (the same as in (a)) on average likelihood improvement, obtained by MAP
adaptation of the auxiliary monophone model. The line corresponds to the linear regression
model.
ity of the transcriptions from the first decoding pass. This is an important
aspect of adaptation algorithms. For GMM-HMM models, it is known, that
transform-based adaptation approaches, limited in the number of free adap-
tation parameters, are robust transcription errors [Gollan & Bacchiani, 2008].
For DNN unsupervised adaptation, this problem was investigated for LHUC
adaptation in [Swietojanski et al., 2016] where it was concluded that the LHUC
algorithm is not very sensitive to the quality of adaptation targets. In our
study, we varied (degraded) the quality of the transcriptions used in adapta-
tion by using sub-optimal decoding parameters (word insertion penalty and
language model weight) in the first decoding pass and performed adaptation of
TDNNBN⊕i-vectors⊕GMMD using these different targets. The results of this
experiment are presented in Figure 9. We can observe that changes in WERs
in the first decoding pass lead to the changes in the quality of the adapted AM.
However, these changes are not so dramatic.
6. Conclusions
In this paper we have investigated the GMM framework for adaptation of
DNN-HMM acoustic models and combination of MAP-adapted GMM-derived
with conventional features at different levels of DNN and TDNN architectures.
Experimental results on the TED-LIUM corpus demonstrate that, in an un-
supervised adaptation mode, the proposed adaptation and fusion techniques can
provide approximately, a 12–18% relative WERR on different adaptation sets,
compared to the SI DNN system built on conventional features, and a 4–6%
relative WERR compared to the strong adapted baseline — SAT-DNN trained
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Figure 9: Dependence of WER,% (for the adapted model TDNNBN⊕i-vectors⊕GMMD)
from the quality of the adaptation targets for the development and the two test data sets.
on fMLLR adapted features. For TDNN models using the adapted GMMD
features and fusion techniques leads to improvement of 10–26% WERR in com-
parison with SI model trained on conventional features and 7–13% WERR in
comparison with SAT model trained with i-vectors. Hence, for both considered
adaptation techniques, fMLLR and i-vectors, the proposed adaptation approach
has appeared to be complementary and provide an additional improvement in
recognition accuracy.
We have looked from the various points of view at the proposed adaptation
approach exploring the latticed-based features, generated from the decoding lat-
tices and have demonstrated, that the advantage of using MAP-adapted GMMD
features manifests itself at different levels of the decoding process. This analysis
also shows a possible potential and direction for improvement of the proposed
adaptation approach through more careful handling of quality of the phonetics
transcripts, used in adaptation. This will be a focus of our future work.
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Appendix A. Implementation details for baseline DNN models
This appendix illustrates the details of our experiments with DNN models.
We trained four baseline DNN acoustic models:
• DNNBN-CE was trained on BN features with CE criterion.
• DNNBN-sMBR was obtained from the previous one by performing four
epochs of sequence-discriminative training with Minimum Bayes Risk (sMBR)
criterion.
• DNNBN-fMLLR-CE was trained on fMLLR-adapted BN features.
• DNNBN-fMLLR-sMBR was obtained from the previous one by four epochs
of sMBR sequence-discriminative training.
For training DNN models, the initial GMM model was trained using 39-
dimensional MFCC features including delta and acceleration coefficients. Lin-
ear discriminant analysis (LDA), followed by maximum likelihood linear trans-
form (MLLT) and then fMLLR transformation, was then applied over these
MFCC features to build a GMM-HMM system. Discriminative training with
the boosted maximum mutual information (BMMI) objective was finally per-
formed on top of this model.
Then a DNN was trained for BN feature extraction. The DNN system
was trained using the frame-level cross entropy criterion and the senone (tied-
state) alignment generated by the GMM-HMM system. To train this DNN, 40-
dimensional log-scale filterbank features concatenated with 3-dimensional pitch-
features were spliced across 11 neighboring frames, resulting in 473-dimensional
(43 × 11) feature vectors. After that a DCT transform was applied and the
dimension was reduced to 258. A DNN model for extraction 40-dimensional
BN features was trained with the following topology: one 258-dimensional in-
put layer; four hidden layers (HL), where the third HL was a BN layer with
40 neurons and other three HLs were 1500-dimensional; the output layer was
2390-dimensional. Based on the obtained BN features we trained the GMM
model, which was used to produce the forced alignment, and then SAT-GMM
model was trained on fMLLR-adapted BN features. Then fMLLR-adapted BN
features were spliced in time with the context of 13 frames: [-10,-5..5,10] to
train the final DNN model. The final DNN had a 520-dimensional input layer;
six 2048-dimensional HLs with logistic sigmoid activation function, and a 4184-
dimensional softmax output layer, with units corresponding to the context-
dependent states.
The DNN parameters were initialized with stacked restricted Boltzmann
machines (RBMs) by using layer by layer generative pre-training. It was trained
with an initial learning rate of 0.008 using the cross-entropy objective function
to obtain the SAT-DNN-CE model DNNBN-fMLLR-CE.
After that, four epochs of sequence-discriminative training with per-utterance
updates, optimizing state sMBR criteria, were performed to obtain the SAT-
DNN-sMBR model DNNBN-fMLLR-sMBR.
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Baseline SI DNN models (DNNBN-CE and DNNBN-sMBR) were trained
in a similar way as the SAT DNNs described above, but without fMLLR adap-
tation.
Appendix B. Implementation details for baseline TDNN models
This appendix illustrates the details of our experiments with TDNN models.
We trained four baseline TDNN acoustic models, which differ only in the
type of the input features:
• TDNNMFCC was trained on high-resolution MFCC features.
• TDNNMFCC⊕i-vectors was trained on high-resolution MFCC features,
appended with 100-dimensional i-vectors.
• TDNNBN was trained on BN features.
• TDNNBN⊕i-vectors was trained on BN features, appended with 100-
dimensional i-vectors.
The baseline SAT-TDNN model TDNNMFCC⊕i-vectors is similar to those de-
scribed in [Peddinti et al., 2015], except for the number of hidden layers and
slightly different subsequences of splicing and sub-sampling indexes. The two
types of data augmentation strategies were applied for the speech training
data: speed perturbation (with factors 0.9, 1.0, 1.1) and volume perturbation.
The SAT-TDNN model was trained on high-resolution MFCC features (with-
out dimensionality reduction, keeping all 40 cepstra) concatenated with 100-
dimensional i-vectors. The temporal context was [t−16, t+ 12] and the splicing
indexes used here were [−2, 2], {−1, 2}, {−3, 3}, {−7, 2}, {0}, {0}. This model
has 850-dimensional hidden layers with rectified linear units (ReLU) [Dahl et al.,
2013] activation functions, a 4052-dimensional output layer and approximately
10.9 million parameters.
The baseline SI-TDNN model TDNNMFCC was trained in a similar way as
the SAT-TDNN described above, but without using i-vectors.
In addition to these baseline models, for comparison purpose, we trained two
other baseline TDNNs (with and without i-vectors) using BN features instead of
high-resolution MFCC features. The same BN features we used later for training
an auxiliary monophone GMM model for GMMD feature extraction. These BN
features were extracted using a DNN trained in a similar way as described in
Section 4.4.1 for DNN AM, but on the high-resolution MFCC features (instead
of ”filter bank ⊕ pith” features) and on the augmented (by means of speed
and volume perturbation) data base. As in [Peddinti et al., 2015], the i-vectors
during the training were calculated every two utterances.
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Appendix C. Implementation details for DNNs trained on GMMD
features
This appendix presents the details of training DNN models on the proposed
GMMD features. In this set of experiments we trained four DNNs, using the
approach proposed in Section 3.1:
• DNNGMMD⊕BN-CE is a DNN without performing speaker adaptive
training, which in our case means that the auxiliary GMM monophone
model was not adapted. This DNN model was trained using the CE cri-
terion.
• DNNGMMD⊕BN-sMBR was obtained from the previous one by per-
forming four epochs of sequence-discriminative training with per-utterance
updates, optimizing the sMBR criterion.
• DNNGMMD-MAP⊕BN-CE was a proposed SAT DNN model trained on
speaker adapted GMMD-MAP features, with the CE criterion.
• DNNGMMD-MAP⊕BN-sMBR was obtained from the previous one by
performing four epochs of sMBR sequence training.
Models DNNGMMD-MAP⊕BN-CE and DNNGMMD-MAP⊕BN-sMBR were
trained as described in Section 3.1. The GMMD features were extracted using a
monophone auxiliary GMM model, trained on BN features. This GMM model
was adapted for each speaker by MAP adaptation algorithm (Section 3.3).
We took the state tying from the baseline SAT-DNN to train all other mod-
els. The purpose of using the same state tying is to allow posterior level fusion
for these models. We also took an alignment obtained by the SAT-DNN model,
because in [Tomashenko et al., 2016a] it was shown to slightly improve the
result.
Then we concatenated two types of BN features and spliced them for training
the final DNN model. Both DNN models were trained on the proposed features
in the same manner and had the same topology except for the input features, as
the final baseline SAT DNN model trained on BN features (Section 4.4.1). The
other two SI models (DNNGMMD⊕BN-CE and DNNGMMD⊕BN-sMBR)
were trained in the same manner but without speaker adaptation.
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